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The Language of Type

There are thousands of type faces for you to choose from, but 
how do you choose the right one? Many great designers 
normally use only three or four for all their work
Because there are now so many, the temptation is to always use 
something novel and distinctive. However, it is often not the 
novelty of the typeface that stands out, but the skillful way in 
which it has been used
What follows is a simple guide for those just starting out as 
Typonauts, to choosing and using the right type for the job

Peter Lester, MA, FHEA, October 2020



The right type for the job

When choosing a typeface 
it is important to match it 
with what it’s for
If you have a lot of text to 
be read, then it needs to 
be legible in a smaller 
point size
That doesn’t mean that 
you can’t still be creative 
with it



The right type for the job

You wouldn’t want to use 
this as 8pt text type, but 
decorative faces like this 
make a good splash for 
magazine headlines or for 
posters and signs



The right type for the job

There are some typefaces 
that have so many weights 
and styles, that you can 
use them for the most 
complex of publications; 
for text, sub-headings 
captions and headlines 
and big scale public 
signage



Helvetica for Signage



Logos and… everything else



The Language of Type

In this simple guide, we’ll 
look at how important it is 
to consider the role of 
type as a part of design, 
and not something that is 
stuck next to an image as 
a final flourish.
The correct choice and 
use of type is an integral, 
part of the design process



Text: Type for legibility

For a publications such as 
a book, magazine or 
newspaper, it is 
considered good taste to 
use a restricted number of 
typefaces. Perhaps one for 
headlines and headings, 
and a slight contrast for 
the smaller body text



Mix and match

Rotis serif .. 
can work as a headline 
face alongside the simple 
sans version of the face

Rotis sans .. 
can work as a headline 
face alongside the serif 
version of the face



Mix and match

Rockwell
Gill Sans
Arial
Helvetica
Verdana

Verdana
Times Roman
Perpetua

Palatino
Lucida



Hierarchies

Designers often refer to 
the various sizes of type 
used on a page as the 
hierarchy.
As you can see here, there 
is a balance between sizes 
which have different 
functions to perform. A 
different face for each size 
would look a mess



Hierarchies

One of the hardest 
spreads to design in a 
magazine, company report 
or brochure, is the 
contents page
A simple hierarchy, and 
use of space can create a 
dynamic look   



Hierarchies



The Language of type: Serif

Words speak and convey 
meaning. Choosing the 
right type for the words 
will emphasise that 
meaning, and make your 
typography distinctive
Times Roman has 
authority and heritage 
behind it



The Language of type: Serif

When trying to create a 
mood, for an 
advertisement, or a brand, 
choosing an appropriate 
typeface is half the 
problem solved 



The Language of type: Serif

What would you choose 
this for?

Pot of Caviar?
Pot Noodles?



The language of type: Sans Vs.. Serif



Serif Vs. Sans: 



Times Roman          Times New Roman



Tone of Voice        Crazy? Crazy?

The Times Newspapers 
are thought of as having 
an authoritative tone of 
voice
Think of this when you 
you choose a face. How 
does its look ‘sound’?



Authority and Trust

You might be willing to 
pay a lot of money for a 
bottle of this … 

Sauvignon Blanc 

I wouldn’t recommend 
you buy this particular 
brand of … 

Champagne



Authority: Which would you obey?



Emphasise Message with Style

As we have seen, when 
choosing a typeface it is 
important to consider 
how the style of the type 
can help emphasise either 
what is being said, or the 
visual message that might 
go with it



Matching Image and Words

Interpreting mood or 
meaning through the 
choice of type and 
letterforms is an 
important part of design
You wouldn’t use Times 
Roman or Helvetica here; 
would you?



Message: Futuristic



Message: Classic



Message: Historical (Pastiche)



More Pastiches

What period in 
time, and what 
country, does 
this typeface 
try to 
represent?

You Might Find 
a Letterform like 
this being Used to 
add a little Spice 
to your Packet of 
Pilau rice    



Decorative Type Faces

• Horror Horror
• Beauty Beauty
• Cowboy Cowboy
• Thick Thick
• Tall Tall 
• Cute cute



For a Book of Fairytales



For a Book of Fairytales



Type and Image, and as Image

Designers and illustrators 
of all kinds need to use 
type. Type is often not 
considered until the 
‘image’ side of things has 
been completed. This is a 
mistake. Type can actually 
be image, if used with flair
Here are some simple 
examples









Type as Image

A lot of branding and 
packaging design relies 
heavily on type
Why use type instead of 
image?
What does the type style 
say about this range of 
wine?
Who is it for?



Typo Brands

Many famous brands also 
rely completely on type. 
How important in these 
cases is it that the right 
face is chosen?
What does this face say 
about M&S?



Typo Brands



Globalisation: Same style in Arabic



Brand and Packaging

Type style, colours, 
textures, materials all in 
alignment to create a 
masculine feel for this 
fragrance



Brand and Packaging



Book Jackets

A plain sans serif face in 
use, that does not 
interfere with the idea. A 
fancy display face would 
have clashed with the 
great visual pun



Book Jackets

Again, a plain sans serif 
has been used, but given a 
visual treatment that 
results in feelings of 
dissonance



Book Jackets

The treatment of the 
cover’s background go 
with the choice of serif 
type to create a poisonous 
mood



Book Jackets

What does the type face 
help say about the theme 
of this book?



Magazine logos: Contents set the tone



3D typography

Type and letters do not 
need to be flat.
These simple shapes and 
basic colours help 
establish that the book, as 
well as the type, is 
innovative and creative



Typo for Posters

A poster needs to attract 
attention and convey a 
message in fractions of a 
second. It has to shout, 
‘Hey You!’ before you walk 
by. Type can help do this 
on its own, or in 
conjunction with a 
matching image



Typo for posters



Typo for posters

A perfect combination of 
Sherlock, London and the 
right type style
Elementary my dear 
reader!



Typo for posters

Swirling swans and swishy 
letterforms. Beautiful and 
yet sinister
Another great 
combination of type and 
image being designed 
with each in mind



Make it Real

Examine the nature of the 
words and think how you 
can express it through 
materials and forms
3D should be 3D



Make it Real



Make it real

There’s nothing like the 
real thing. If your subject 
is knitting, knit your 
lettering. If it is 
architecture, use bricks or 
design a bricky face.



Experiment



Experiment



Experiment



Exploit the nature of your topic



Don’t always be tidy …

Saucy



It’s OK to Make a Mess



Play with the product



Imagine



Start with Sketch

How to start?
•Do some research.
•Get a pencil and some 
paper.
•Let the ideas flow
•Review, apply, test, 
reflect, continue 



Start with Sketch



Combine Hand and Tech



One word, many opportunities



Hello…



… Goodbye













Type: Learn to Love it!
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